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Expansion of the Concept of Mental Disorder in the DSM–5
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The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) revision process has been 
systematically biased toward expanding diagnostic criteria to become more inclusive, but 
research has yet to determine if the DSM–5 shows signs of the same bias. In this study, 83 
disorders revised between the DSM–IV–TR and DSM–5 received codes based on whether 
the diagnostic criteria conceptually became more inclusive by allowing more individuals 
to be diagnosed or more exclusive by allowing fewer individuals to be diagnosed. Results 
showed that more disorders (36%) shifted toward inclusivity than toward exclusivity 
(25%). Also, seven out of 10 types of DSM revisions showed a net shift toward inclusivity. 
These results indicate that expansion of the concept of mental disorder has continued 
with the DSM–5.
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 The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) defines mental 
illness for mental health professionals who use it as a tool for communication, 
research, treatment, and remuneration. The DSM is currently in its fifth edi-
tion (DSM–5; American Psychiatric Association, 2013), and each iteration of 
the manual has seen additions, deletions, and revisions that have dramatically 
changed both individual disorders and the concept of mental illness itself. The 
DSM is a product of both social and scientific factors; thus, the revision process 
is affected by a host of personal, political, and practical biases (Frances, 2013; 
Houts, 2002; Shorter, 2013; Welch, Klassen, Borisova, and Chothier, 2013). 
One sign of such bias is the fact that the revision process from the DSM–III 
(American Psychiatric Association, 1980) through the DSM–IV–TR (American 
Psychiatric Association, 2000) resulted in a systematic expansion of diagnostic 
criteria (Boysen, 2011). Such expansion is varyingly referred to as overdiagnosis 
(Pierre, 2013), conceptual bracket creep (McNally, 2004), or diagnostic inflation 
(Frances and Widiger, 2012), but all of these terms refer to the fact that mental 
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disorders have changed in scope to include more and more individuals. Frances 
(2013, p. 204) has characterized diagnostic inflation as switching to a new phase 
of “diagnostic hyperinflation” with the publication of the DSM–5, but this claim 
was based on a selective review of disorders. The purpose of the current research 
is to systematically review the DSM–5 in order to determine if the revisions show 
a bias toward expansion.
  
The DSM–5 Revision
  
 The DSM–5 was mired in criticism and controversy well before its publica-
tion. Concerns about the manual were wide-ranging and even resulted in an 
online petition with over 10,000 signatures (Frances, 2009, 2010, 2011; Welch 
et al., 2013). Some have pointed out that the DSM–5 Task Force began poorly 
by promising too much; the Task Force described the upcoming edition as a 
paradigm shift, which caused people with strong investments in the DSM frame-
work to worry about the extent of changes to come (Welch et al., 2013). Each 
major revision of the DSM produces a list of new disorders, and the proposals 
for the DSM–5 were a particular source of concern. Some perceived Attenuated 
Psychosis Syndrome as an essential tool in the early identification of Schizophre-
nia, but critics charged that the diagnosis was not very useful or appropriate for 
that stated purpose (David, 2011; Yung, Wood, McGorry, and Pantelis, 2011). 
The purpose of Mixed Anxiety–Depression Disorder would have been to cap-
ture the many individuals who experience distress that does not fall neatly into 
the traditional set of disorders in the Anxiety or Mood Disorder categories, but 
critics believed it to be a poorly understood, unstable disorder that threatened 
to turn subthreshold symptoms into a diagnosis (Batelaan, Spijker, de Graaf, 
and Cuijpers, 2012). Proposals also emerged for a number of new sexual disor-
ders including sexual attraction to teenagers (Hebephilia), committing repeat-
ed sexual assaults (Paraphilic Coercive Disorder), and excessive sexual behavior 
(Hypersexual Disorder), but in each case the validity was questionable because 
the diagnosis would capture just a small number of people with actual mental 
disorders and a much larger number of people who were either normal or simply 
criminals (Wakefield, 2011, 2012). None of the aforementioned disorders made it 
into the final version of the DSM–5, but others deemed worthy of inclusion faced 
similar criticism (Frances and Chapman, 2013; Martin, Steinley, Verges, and Sher, 
2011; Nemeroff et al., 2013). 
 The creation of new disorders is one major result of the DSM revision process, 
but alterations to the criteria of individual disorders are no less important and 
no less a source of debate. Perhaps no change to criteria garnered more attention 
than the remolding of Autistic Disorder, Asperger’s Disorder, and several other 
disorders into Autism Spectrum Disorder. Criticism about the Autism revision was 
multifaceted, but much of it focused on the prediction that fewer high-functioning 
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individuals would meet the new disorder’s criteria, which would hinder mental 
health treatment (Hazen, McDougle, and Volkmar, 2013). Autism Spectrum 
Disorder, however, appears to be the only disorder for which tightening of 
diagnostic thresholds was a major concern. Most criticism focused on the expan-
sion of diagnostic thresholds. For example, the Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disor-
der (ADHD) criteria saw an upward shift in the minimum age of onset, which some 
perceived as the further encroachment into adulthood of a disorder once conceptual-
ized as pertaining only to childhood (Bastra and Frances, 2012). Even the venerable 
and long-stable criteria for Major Depression became more inclusive through the 
deletion of the exclusion for recently bereaved individuals, which some character-
ized as a needless medicalization of the natural grieving process (Nemeroff et al., 
2013; Wakefield and First, 2012). Predictions notwithstanding, empirical research 
must be conducted to determine the actual effects of DSM revisions on preva-
lence.    
 Some evidence has already emerged concerning the effects of DSM–5 revisions 
on prevalence rates. Autism has been the subject of the majority of new studies. 
Extant research suggests that fewer people will meet the criteria for the new Au-
tism Spectrum Disorder than met the criteria for Autism, Asperger’s, and Perva-
sive Developmental Disorder Not Otherwise Specified (NOS; Kim et al., 2014; 
Maenner et al., 2014; Matson, Hattier, and Williams, 2012; Matson, Kozlowski, 
Hattier, Horovitz, and Sipes, 2012; Wilson et al., 2013). However, the prevalence 
of DSM–5 Autism Spectrum Disorder is higher (2.20%) than the combined 
rates of Autistic Disorder (1.04%) and Asperger’s Disorder (0.60%) using the 
DSM–IV criteria (Kim et al., 2014). The fact that fewer people are represented 
after the elimination of a catchall NOS diagnosis is hardly surprising. Research-
ers have also found that the new Somatic Symptom Disorder, which combines 
a number of DSM–IV–TR Somatoform Disorders, captures fewer people than 
the disorders it replaced (Voigt et al., 2012). However, the prevalence estimate 
was based on inpatients hospitalized for psychosomatic illness and needs to be 
replicated among groups with higher potential for false positive diagnoses such 
as outpatients and individuals with medical illnesses (Frances, 2013; Frances and 
Chapman, 2013; Häuser and Wolfe, 2013). 
 A number of other studies have produced either evidence for increased prev-
alence or inconclusive results. Evidence for increased prevalence has emerged in 
relation to ADHD (Vande Voort, He, Jameson, and Merikangas, 2014), Gambling 
Disorder (van de Glind et al., 2014), Anorexia, and Bulimia (Allen, Byrne, Oddy, 
and Crosby, 2013; Machado, Gonçalves, and Hoek, 2013; Stice, Marti, and Rohde, 
2013). The new Substance Use Disorder combined the previous criteria for Sub-
stance Abuse and Substance Dependence, but the effect of this combination on 
prevalence is unclear. Although one study found a decrease in prevalence when 
using the new criteria compared to the old criteria (Proctor, Kopak, and Hoffmann, 
2014), others point to an increase in prevalence (Agrawal, Heath, and Lynskey, 2011; 
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Peer et al., 2013). The DSM–5 Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) criteria rep-
resented a genuine effort to reduce the scope of events that could be classified 
as traumatic (American Psychiatric Association, 2013; Friedman, Resick, Bryant, 
and Brewin, 2011), but other criteria were altered as well, and it is not clear if the 
net changes resulted in a prevalence increase or decrease (Carmassi et al., 2013; 
Kilpatrick et al., 2013). Although there is much research left to be done on the 
prevalence rates of DSM–5 disorders, the extant evidence does little to reduce 
concern about the ever-expanding concept of mental disorder.    

Expansion of the DSM
 
 Reviews have suggested that the DSM has been consistently expanding with 
each new edition (Boysen, 2011; Houts, 2002). Types of expansions include the 
sheer number of diagnoses and the inclusiveness of specific disorder criteria. The 
number of disorders has doubled and tripled since the first edition of the DSM 
(Houts, 2002). The argument can be made that numerical growth represents 
scientific advancement because disorders are split into smaller, more coherent 
categories as they are better understood (Regier, Kuhl, and Kupfer, 2013; Sptizer, 
2001). An example of splitting in the DSM–5 was the separation of Reactive Attach-
ment Disorder into separate diagnoses representing difficulty forming attachments 
(Reactive Attachment Disorder) and the formation of indiscriminant attachments 
(Disinhibited Social Engagement Disorder) due to differences in symptoms, course, 
and treatment response (Regier et al., 2013). Splitting certainly occurs during DSM 
revisions, but it does not explain all new disorders that emerge.  
 Some disorders are created to facilitate preventative treatment. Trends in the 
prevention of mental disorders mimic larger trends in preventative medicine 
(Frances, 2013; Paris, 2013). Just as hypertension is diagnosed as an early sign 
of heart disease, some mild psychological problems are predictors of later, more 
severe, problems. For example, Mild Neurocognitive Disorder was included in the 
DSM–5 to serve as a risk factor for later dementia (Peterson et al., 2009). Filling 
of diagnostic gaps is another reason new disorders are created. For example, Binge 
Eating Disorder allows people who lose control over their eating to be diagnosed 
even if they do not engage in the compensatory behaviors associated with An-
orexia or Bulimia. Other disorders are created to solve diagnostic problems. For 
example, Disruptive Mood Dysregulation disorder is a DSM–5 disorder added to 
address what many believed was the inappropriate diagnosis of Bipolar Disorder 
among children with irritability and conduct problems (Nemeroff et al., 2013; 
Paris, 2013; Regier et al., 2013). Although the reasons for their inclusion are var-
ied, it is clear that the number of disorders in the DSM has expanded over time. 
 The second major way that the DSM has expanded is with the inclusiveness 
of the definitions of mental disorders themselves. Diagnostic criteria are by their 
very nature exclusionary; they are operational definitions intended to differentiate 
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valid cases from noncases. However, there are always individuals whose symptoms 
fall just outside of the criteria for a disorder. Such exceptions are frustrating for 
experts assigned to the workgroups in charge of revising the DSM. Experts are 
primarily concerned with false negatives (Frances and Widiger, 2012). They want 
every possible instance of a disorder to be counted in order to bolster their field 
of expertise and research. As such, diagnostic criteria tend to be altered to account 
for more and more variations of symptoms. Such expansion of diagnostic criteria 
has come to be known as conceptual bracket creep (McNally, 2004). 
 Discussion of conceptual bracket creep in diagnostic criteria began in the PTSD 
literature. PTSD once required exposure to specific types of extreme trauma that 
were outside of normal experience (McNally, 2004). Then, the DSM–III–R allowed 
trauma to include witnessing family or friends exposed to those events. Next, the 
DSM–IV deleted the requirement that the trauma be outside of normal experience, 
allowed the person exposed to trauma to be separate from the person who is diag-
nosed, and allowed indirect confrontation with the event. Considering these revi-
sions, trauma stopped being defined by objective, external events and began being 
defined by subjective, internal experiences. These changes had the express purpose 
of allowing more people to be diagnosed with the disorder (McNally, 2004). Efforts 
to make the disorder more inclusive even included proposals to completely eliminate 
the trauma requirement — posttraumatic stress would have been diagnosed in the 
absence of trauma (Friedman et al., 2011; McNally, 2004). PTSD is just one of many 
cases of bracket creep in the DSM. 
 Childhood disorders have been especially subject to conceptual bracket creep 
(Batstra, Hadders–Algra, Nieweg, Van Tol, Pijl, and Frances, 2012). The previously 
mentioned case of ADHD is one extreme example. The disorder has slowly evolved 
from a childhood-only disorder to a disorder applicable to adults (Batstra and Fran-
ces, 2012; Conrad and Potter, 2000). Descriptions of ADHD symptoms in the DSM 
were once overtly applicable only to children, but revisions such as deleting referenc-
es to school have made them appropriate for all ages. The DSM–5 has extended 
this process even further by lowering the number of symptoms adults need for 
diagnosis and raising the minimum age for the onset of symptoms from seven to 
12. Autism has also exhibited bracket creep (Gernsbacher, Dawson, and Goldsmith, 
2005). The DSM–III required six specific criteria for Autism to be diagnosed, but 
the diagnostic criteria in the DSM–III–R switched to a list of optional symptoms. 
Continuing this process, the DSM–5 collapsed five different disorders into Au-
tism Spectrum Disorder, eliminated the requirement for language impairment, 
and expanded the age of onset from three years to the “early developmental 
period” (American Psychiatric Association, 2013, p. 50). Despite criticism that 
creating one disorder to represent a spectrum of autism symptoms will result in the 
exclusion of some individuals who were previously being diagnosed (Hazen et al., 
2013), it is difficult to conceptualize these revisions as doing anything but allowing 
more variations in behavior to be called “autism.” 
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 The DSM–5 contains many additional examples of conceptual bracket creep. 
Somatic Symptom Disorder, which essentially consists of distress about any physi-
cal symptom, represents an aggregation of Somatization Disorder, Undifferentiated 
Somatoform Disorder, and Pain Disorder (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). 
However, some have argued that the criteria overextends the construct of Somatoform 
Disorders to include distress that is normal, and perhaps even reasonable, among people 
with serious physical ailments (Frances, 2013; Frances and Chapman, 2013; Häuser and 
Wolfe, 2013). Less substantial revisions have also resulted in bracket creep. Bulimia 
and Binge Eating Disorder now only require one binging episode per week rather 
than two. Dissociative Identity Disorder now allows symptoms to be reported by 
the individual rather than witnessed by the clinician. Feeding Disorder of Infancy 
or Early Childhood, now called Avoidant/Restrictive Food Intake Disorder, is no 
longer exclusive to children, and neither is Separation Anxiety Disorder. 
 Although the changes classified as bracket creep may seem minimal, slight 
variations in diagnostic criteria can have significant effects on prevalence. Starting 
at the most basic level, the number of symptoms required has a significant effect 
on prevalence (Andrews and Hobbs, 2010; Pélissolo, André, Moutard–Martin, 
Wittchen, and Lépine, 2000; Schützwohl and Maercker, 1999). For example, in 
one study the requirement of both restlessness and muscle tension in the diagnosis 
of Generalized Anxiety Disorder led to a 45% reduction in symptom prevalence 
compared to when just one of the symptoms was required (Andrews and Hobbs, 
2010). Reducing the duration and frequency of symptoms can also affect prevalence 
(Andrews and Hobbs, 2010; Hudson, Coit, Lalonde, and Pope, 2012; Trace et al., 
2012). Again using Generalized Anxiety Disorder as an example, changing 
the duration requirement from six months to three months resulted in an 
18% increase in prevalence. Altering the severity of disorders also affects prevalence. 
Reducing the severity of PTSD by allowing indirect forms of trauma increased the 
prevalence of people reporting trauma exposure by 69% (Breslau and Kessler, 2001). 
In terms of the severity of Major Depression, changing the requirement that depressed 
moods last “all day” to “most of the day” and “half of the day” resulted in 5%, 9%, 
and 12% of people assenting to the symptom, respectively (Karlsson, Marttunen, 
Karlsson, Kaprio, and Hillevi, 2010). Clearly, bracket creep can have significant 
effects on the prevalence of mental disorders. 
 It is important to note that not all revisions in the DSM–5 exhibit bracket 
creep. In fact, many revisions represented attempts to tighten up the criteria or 
otherwise restrict diagnosis (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). For exam-
ple, the definition of trauma in the PTSD criteria now explicitly excludes the in-
direct exposure allowed in previous editions of the DSM. A number of disorders 
have new requirements for minimal length including Agoraphobia, Specific Phobia, 
Social Phobia, and the Sexual Dysfunctions. Mania now requires both elevated mood 
and increased energy. Schizophrenia now requires at least one symptom to be a 
delusion, hallucination, or disorganized speech. Considering the evidence for 
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bracket creep and diagnostic tightening, did the net result of revisions move the 
DSM–5 toward expansion or reduction of the number of people who meet the 
criteria for mental disorders? That question has yet to be fully explored, and the 
purpose of the current research is to review the evidence for diagnostic expan-
sion of criteria in the DSM–5.
  
The Current Research

 The current research consists of a systematic review of the DSM–5 criteria 
for mental disorders. All previous prevalence studies and critical analyses of the 
DSM–5 have been necessarily limited in their scope; at best, they included just a 
handful of disorders. Examination of select disorders does not provide evidence 
for or against systematic expansion of the concept of mental disorder in the 
DSM–5. However, previous research illustrates how the DSM revision process 
can be reviewed more completely (Boysen, 2011). The previous review examined 
revisions to individual disorders from the DSM–III to the DSM–V–TR. Revisions 
to each disorder received a code based on whether the changes expanded or 
reduced the number of people who could theoretically meet the criteria. For 
example, deletion of criteria, adding more symptom options, and reducing 
severity would all be coded as making a disorder more inclusive. The results 
of the review illustrated a systematic bias toward expansion in the DSM revision 
process. Across all three revisions, 63% of disorders had a net shift toward inclu-
sivity, and only 16% had a net move toward exclusivity. Expansion was largest 
for the DSM–III–R, but the revisions of each edition of the DSM resulted in 
a net move toward inclusivity. The most common means of expansion were 
adding symptom options and reducing severity, but seven out of the 10 dif-
ferent types of revision had a net move toward inclusivity. Although a review 
of diagnostic criteria does not provide evidence of actual diagnostic practices 
or the prevalence of mental disorders, the results of the study were consistent 
with a general perception of diagnostic inflation in the DSM (Frances, 2013; 
Paris, 2013). 
 The purpose of the current research was to update the review of DSM criteria 
to reflect the DSM–5 changes. Comparisons occurred between 83 different 
DSM–IV–TR and DSM–5 definitions of mental disorders. The focus of the 
review was on standard mental disorders; as such, it excluded medically- or 
substance-induced disorders and the Other Specified/Unspecified disorders. 
Each revision that occurred to a disorder received a code representing whether 
the change theoretically expanded or reduced the number of people who could 
be diagnosed. The net results of the revisions provide evidence about whether or 
not the DSM–5 has continued the previously identified trend toward expansion 
of the concept of mental disorder.
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Method

 The review included revisions made to 83 disorders between the DSM–IV–TR 
(American Psychiatric Association, 2000) and DSM–5 (American Psychiatric 
Association, 2013). Only disorders with a one-to-one correspondence between 
the two editions of the DSM could be reviewed. Thus, diagnoses that were com-
bined or completely redesigned (e.g., Substance-Use Disorders, Autistic Disorder, 
Hypochondriasis) could not be included. Following previous research (Boysen, 
2011), the focus of the review was on mental disorders; this led to the exclusion 
of Substance/Medication-Induced Disorders, Disorders Due to a Medical Condi-
tion, and the Other/Unspecified Disorders. 
 All coding procedures followed the guidelines established in previous research, 
and a more detailed discussion of the logic behind the procedures can be found 
in that study (Boysen, 2011). There were ten codable revisions: (a) the number of 
required symptoms, (b) the number of symptom options available, (c) the num-
ber of criteria, (d) the duration of symptoms, (e) the frequency of symptoms, (f) 
age requirements, (g) use of criteria vs. symptoms lists, (h) required behavioral 
acts vs. mental acts, (i) requirement of observation of symptoms vs. self-report, 
and (j) the severity of wording. Each revision type is capable of making a disorder 
more exclusive if it allows fewer people to meet the criteria or more inclusive if 
it allows more people to meet the criteria. Increases in the number of required 
symptoms, the number of criteria, the required duration of symptoms, or the 
required frequency of symptoms received a code representing increased exclusiv-
ity, and decreases received a code representing increased inclusivity. Addition 
of an age requirement or acceptance of a narrower age range received a code 
representing increased exclusivity, and removal or expansion of an age require-
ment received a code representing increased inclusivity. A switch from a list of 
optional symptoms to specific, required criteria received a code representing 
increased exclusivity, and a revision in the opposite direction received a code 
representing increased inclusivity. A switch from allowing mental symptoms to 
requiring behaviors received a code representing increased exclusivity, as did a 
switch from allowing self-report of symptoms to requiring the observation of 
symptoms; changes in the opposite directions received codes indicative of in-
creased inclusivity. Finally, wordings that became more severe received a code 
representing increased exclusivity, and wording that became less severe received 
a code representing increased inclusivity. 
 Coding occurred only for criteria that contributed to the specific operational 
definition of each mental disorder. Clinical significance statements such as “The 
symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupa-
tional, or other areas of functioning” received no code. Similarly, exclusionary 
criteria stating that a disorder is not caused by substances, medical illness, or other 
mental disorders received no code. As outlined in previous research (Boysen, 2011), 
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although clinical significance and exclusionary criteria are technically part of DSM 
definitions, they contribute nothing to the actual descriptions of the symptoms of 
mental disorder. In addition, the previous review demonstrated that including 
them in the coding system did not alter basic trends in results (Boysen, 2011). 
 The coding system allowed for simple arithmetic analysis of changes in diagnostic 
criteria. Revisions that increased exclusivity received a code of –1. Revisions that 
increased inclusivity received a code of 1. Analysis of trends occurred by tabulating 
sums across the various categories in order to represent the theoretical move 
toward exclusivity or inclusivity. For example, individual disorders could have 
net changes toward exclusivity or inclusivity, as could disorder categories such 
as Mood Disorders or Anxiety Disorders (analyses utilized the more familiar 
DSM–IV–TR categories rather than the new DSM–5 categories). Net changes could 
also be tabulated for specific types of revisions (e.g., number of criteria, severity).
  
Results

 The initial analyses examined the overall change between the DSM–IV–TR 
and the DSM–5. Results for individual disorders can be seen in Table 1. Of the 
83 disorders, 32 showed no net change. Some disorders’ criteria remained iden-
tical between the DSM editions (e.g., all Personality Disorders), but others in-
cluded revisions equally indicative of exclusivity and inclusivity. The next largest 
group of disorders, 30 in total, showed net changes toward inclusivity. Finally, 21 
disorders had a net change toward more exclusive criteria. Taken together, these 
results indicate a general shift toward inclusivity in the DSM–5.  
 The next analyses examined changes among different categories of disor-
ders. Each DSM–IV disorder category received a score based on the net change 
among its corresponding disorders. Six categories had net changes indicative of 
a shift toward inclusivity: Childhood (6), Dissociative (3), Eating (3), Mood (1), 
Factitious (1), and Sleep (1). Four categories had net changes indicative of a shift 
toward exclusivity: Schizophrenia and Psychotic (–3), Anxiety (–2), Impulse-Con-
trol (–1), and Sexual and Gender Identity (–1). Three categories showed no net 
change: Somatoform, Adjustment, and Personality. One potential problem with 
the previous analysis is that categories may have been unduly influenced by out-
lier disorders that underwent many changes. As such, a separate analysis of cate-
gories examined the total number of disorders moving toward exclusivity (coded 
as –1) and inclusivity (coded as 1). This alternative approach resulted in similar 
trends. Six categories had net changes indicative of a shift toward inclusivity: 
Childhood (3), Dissociative (2), Eating (2), Sleep (2), Factitious (1), and Sexual 
and Gender Identity (1). Six categories of disorders had no net change: Adjust-
ment, Anxiety, Impulse-Control, Mood, Personality, and Somatoform. Only one 
category, Schizophrenia and Psychotic, had a negative net change indicative of 
a shift toward exclusivity (–3). Taken together, the examination of diagnostic 
categories illustrated a greater shift toward inclusivity than exclusivity.  
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Table 1

Net Change in Mental Disorder Exclusivity Between 
the DSM–IV–TR and the DSM–5

Disorder Net change

Acute Stress Disorder  1
Adjustment Disorder 0
Agoraphobia –2
Anorexia Nervosa 2
Antisocial Personality Disorder 0
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder 3
Avoidant Personality Disorder 0
Bipolar II 1
Body Dysmorphic Disorder –1
Borderline Personality Disorder 0
Brief Psychotic Disorder –1
Bulimia Nervosa 1
Chronic Motor or Vocal Tic Disorder (Persistent Motor or Vocal Tic Disorder) 1
Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder (Circadian Rhythm Sleep–Wake Disorders) 0
Conduct Disorder 0
Conversion Disorder 1
Cyclothymia –1
Delusional Disorder 1
Dependent personality Disorder 0
Depersonalization Disorder 1
Developmental Coordination Disorder  –3
Disorder of Written Expression (Specific Learning Disorder) –1
Dissociative Amnesia 0
Dissociative Identity Disorder 2
Dysthymic Disorder (Persistent Depressive Disorder) 0
Encopresis 0
Enuresis 0
Exhibitionism 1
Factitious Disorder 1
Feeding Disorder of Infancy or Early Childhood (Avoidant/Restrictive Food Intake Disorder) 4
Female Orgasmic Disorder 0
Fetishism (Fetishistic Disorder) 0
Frotteurism (Frotteruristic Disorder) 1
Gender Identity Disorder (Gender Dysphoria in Adults) 1
Gender Identity Disorder (Gender Dysphoria in Children) 0
Generalized Anxiety Disorder 0
Histrionic Personality Disorder 0
Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder (Male Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder)  –1
Intermittent Explosive Disorder –2
Kleptomania 0

 The final analysis examined how the different types of revisions affected exclusivity 
and inclusivity. Seven out of the 10 types of revisions received positive net scores indi-
cating that they were used in the DSM–5 to increase inclusivity: number of symptom 
options available (14), severity of wording (7), required behavioral acts vs. mental acts 
(3), number of required symptoms (2), number of criteria (2), requirement of obser-
vation of symptoms vs. self-report (2), and use of criteria vs. use of symptoms lists (1). 
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Major Depressive Disorder  1
Male Erectile Disorder (Erectile Disorder)  –1
Male Orgasmic Disorder (Delayed Ejaculation) –2
Mania (Bipolar I) 0
Mathematics Disorder  (Specific Learning Disorder) –1
Mental Retardation (Intellectual Disability) 1
Narcissistic Personality Disorder 0
Narcolepsy 2
Nightmare Disorder  1
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder 1
Obsessive Compulsive Personality Disorder 0
Oppositional Defiant Disorder 0
Panic Disorder –1
Paranoid Personality Disorder 0
Pathological Gambling (Gambling Disorder) 0
Pedophilia (Pedophilic Disorder) 0
Phonological Disorder (Speech Sound Disorder) 0
Pica 0
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder 1
Premature Ejaculation –2
Primary Hypersomnia (Hypersomnolence Disorder) 1
Primary Insomnia (Insomnia Disorder) –3
Pyromania 0
Reading Disorder (Specific Learning Disorder) –1
Rumination Disorder 0
Schizoid Personality Disorder 0
Schizoaffective Disorder –1
Schizophrenia –1
Schizophreniform Disorder –1
Schizotypal Personality Disorder –1
Selective Mutism –1
Separation Anxiety Disorder –1
Sexual Masochism (Sexual Masochism Disorder) –1
Sexual Sadism (Sexual Sadism Disorder) –1
Social Phobia (Social Anxiety Disorder) –1
Specific Phobia –1
Stereotypic Movement Disorder  –1
Stuttering (Child-Onset Fluency Disorder) –2
Tourette’s Disorder –2
Transient Tic Disorder (Provisional Tic Disorder) –2
Transvestic Fetishism (Transvestic Disorder)  –2
Trichotillomania –2
Voyeurism (Voyeuristic Disorder) –3

Note: names in parentheses represent DSM–5 revisions. 

Table 1 (continued)

Three types of revisions received negative net scores indicating that they were 
used to increase exclusivity: duration of symptoms (–15), age requirements (–4), 
and frequency of symptoms (–2). Averaging across all types of changes, the net 
score was 10. These results indicate that the various types of revisions conducted 
in the DSM–5 were primarily used to increase inclusivity.
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Discussion

 The purpose of the current review was to determine if the DSM–5 revision 
process was biased toward expanding the criteria of mental disorders. Each met-
ric used to examine the DSM–5 revisions showed overall trends toward increased 
inclusivity rather than exclusivity. The number of disorders shifting toward in-
clusivity exceeded those shifting toward exclusivity. Similarly, more categories 
of disorders shifted toward inclusivity than toward exclusivity. Also, seven out 
of 10 possible types of DSM revisions moved toward inclusivity. Overall, these 
results provide clear evidence for continued expansion of the concept of mental 
disorder in the DSM–5.
 The results of the current study are consistent with several lines of previous 
research. To begin, the current research matches less systematic evaluations of 
the DSM. Many critics have characterized the DSM as being in a general state 
of diagnostic inflation (Frances and Widiger, 2012; Paris, 2013; Pierre, 2013). 
Evidence that the DSM–5 revision process was biased toward expansion also rep-
licates a previous review of revisions from DSM–III through the DSM–IV–TR 
(Boysen, 2011). The review showed that 53% of disorders became more inclu-
sive during the revision that produced the DSM–III–R, and 32% of disorders 
became more inclusive with the DSM–IV (the DSM–IV–TR is omitted here 
because it included only four revisions). Similar to these results for previous revi-
sions, the current study illustrated that 36% of disorders became more inclusive 
with the DSM–5. In addition, the exact same types of revisions moved toward 
exclusivity and inclusivity in the DSM–5 as occurred in previous revisions. 
 A conceptual review of DSM criteria is not directly comparable to epidemio-
logical research, but this study’s evidence of expansion is consistent with some 
limited evidence for increased prevalence when using the DSM–5 diagnostic 
criteria. ADHD underwent a large expansion in the DSM–5 that was primarily 
focused on making the disorder easier to diagnose among adults, and one study 
has demonstrated a concomitant increase in prevalence using the new criteria 
(Vande Voort et al., 2014). Both Anorexia and Bulimia underwent revisions that 
increased inclusivity, and three studies have documented increased prevalence 
rates with the DSM–5 criteria (Allen et al., 2013; Machado et al., 2013; Stice 
et al., 2013). Not all prevalence studies align so clearly with this study’s results, 
however. Gambling Disorder’s exclusivity did not change in this study, but one 
prevalence study demonstrated increased rates using the DSM–5 criteria (van 
de Glind et al., 2014). PTSD underwent a complex revision with numerous ma-
jor and minor changes. Some aspects of the revision were intended to make the 
criteria more exclusive (Friedman et al., 2011), but the current review indicates an 
overall shift toward inclusiveness. Perhaps reflecting the complexity of the changes, 
epidemiological research has produced conflicted results concerning whether the 
PTSD revision increases or decreases the disorder’s prevalence (Carmassi et al., 
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2013; Kilpatrick et al., 2013). It will take many more studies before the effect of 
PTSD revisions is fully understood, and the same is true of the dozens of other 
disorders that have DSM–5-based prevalence rates that have yet to be investigated. 
Nonetheless, the current study provides no reason to believe that rates will fall 
rather than continuing their steady rise. 
 Despite an overall trend toward inclusiveness, expansion of diagnostic criteria in 
the DSM–5 appears to be somewhat attenuated from that found in the DSM–IV, 
which in turn showed less expansion than the DSM–III–R (Boysen, 2011). Although 
the percentage of disorders with increased inclusiveness was similar between the 
DSM–IV and the DSM–5, there were more disorders that moved toward exclu-
sivity than in any previous revision of the DSM. Tightening of diagnostic criteria 
was accomplished most commonly through two types of revisions: the addition 
of duration requirements and the addition of age requirements. A host of disor-
ders received new duration requirements. Most of the Learning Disorders, Anx-
iety Disorders, and Sexual Dysfunctions that did not previously have duration 
criteria must now last at least six months according to the DSM–5. It seems that 
this change represents an intentional effort at tightening diagnostic thresholds 
because the addition of duration requirements is one way to ensure a certain 
level of clinical significance among individuals who manifest the symptoms of 
a disorder (Bögels et al., 2010; LeBeau et al., 2010; Segraves, 2010; Whittchen 
et al., 2010). The second most common type of exclusionary revision occurred 
with age requirements. Many of the Neurodevelopmental Disorders added age 
requirements for onset that were implicit in the previous editions of the DSM. 
Taken together, these results suggest that the trend toward expansion of diagnos-
tic criteria has slowed, but it must be recalled that the results only apply to disor-
ders that have remained constant across editions; new diagnoses are a completely 
separate matter. 
 The inability to account for expansion in the form of new disorders or disorders 
that underwent complete revisions is one limitation of the current research. In 
terms of new disorders in the DSM–5, Disruptive Mood Dysregulation Disor-
der, Hoarding Disorder, Excoriation Disorder, and Binge Eating Disorder had 
no direct equivalent in the DSM–IV–TR (Binge Eating Disorder was previously 
in the Disorders for Further Study section). These disorders have varying po-
tential to expand the concept of mental disorder. Hoarding Disorder and Ex-
coriation Disorder will likely be diagnosed in less than 2% of the population 
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013), and they require the type of extreme, 
observable behaviors that will likely prevent diagnostic inflation. Binge Eating 
Disorder also has a prevalence rate below 2%, but that will likely make it the 
most common of the three major eating disorders (American Psychiatric As-
sociating, 2013; Stice et al., 2013). Given the many normal variants of binge 
eating, there is a potential for overdiagnosis of Binge Eating Disorder. Of all the 
disorders, Disruptive Mood Dysregulation has the greatest potential to cause 
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diagnostic inflation; the disorder is intended to end the faddish overdiagnosis 
of Bipolar Disorder among temperamental children (Frances, 2013; Paris, 2013). 
However, the temper tantrums that make up the main symptomology of Disruptive 
Mood Dysregulation Disorder are less severe than mania, and this makes it possible 
that even more children will end up with a diagnostic label for their misbehavior.    
 Disorders that were completely revised in the DSM–5 are also unaccounted 
for in the current review, but several of them seem to represent expansions as 
well. Autism moved toward a spectrum diagnosis designed to cover a wide range 
of symptoms. Some clinicians have expressed concern that high functioning in-
dividuals formally diagnosed with Asperger’s Disorder will not meet the new cri-
teria, and early epidemiological research provides some support for that notion 
(Matson et al., 2012).  However, the new Autism Spectrum Disorder combines 
five previous DSM–IV–TR disorders, eliminates certain language symptoms, 
and makes age requirements more inclusive. With these changes, the DSM–5 
framers have intentionally expanded the diagnosis of autism to include a broader 
spectrum of behaviors. The Substance-Related disorders of Substance Abuse and 
Substance Dependence were also combined into one disorder. The revision of 
these disorders may actually produce a net decrease in prevalence because it 
eliminated the extremely low-threshold diagnosis of Substance Abuse, which re-
quired only a single, recurrent symptom. However, some have expressed concern 
that the new diagnosis will expand the DSM disorder intended to represent the 
concept of addiction to include individuals with non-pathological substance-use 
problems (Martin et al., 2011). To illustrate, craving and tolerance are now 
sufficient symptoms for diagnosis, and these symptoms are likely to apply to 
a huge number of regular substance users that, nonetheless, have no major 
substance-related problems. A final set of major revisions worthy of discussion 
is the Somatic Symptom Disorders, which were largely transformed into two 
diagnoses, Somatic Symptom Disorder and Illness Anxiety Disorder. These new 
disorders represent, respectively, distress about physical symptoms of illness and 
distress about health in the absence of symptoms. Many researchers have argued 
that these new disorders lack validity and will be applicable even to individuals 
with legitimate and normal concern over serious medical problems (Brakoulias, 
2014; Frances and Chapman, 2013; Häuser and Wolfe, 2013; Starcevic, 2014). 
Although the DSM–5 taskforce chair defended the manual against accusations 
of expansion by saying the revision would be the first not to increase the num-
ber of disorders (Kupfer, 2012), diagnoses such as Somatic Symptom Disorder 
illustrate that expansion of the concept of mental illness can occur even when 
the total number of diagnoses goes down.  
 Why is the DSM expanding? Proponents of the DSM tend to emphasize the fact 
that revisions are driven by expansion of knowledge about disorders (Michels, 2013; 
Regier et al., 2013). They also argue that expansion of the DSM represents medical 
advancement because it reduces people’s suffering through the identification and 
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treatment of previously overlooked psychological problems. By way of an analogy, 
hypertension could be seen as an expansion of the concept of disease, but the diag-
nosis and treatment of hypertension has assisted people in living healthier lives and 
avoiding later heart problems. In contrast, critics of the DSM argue that motiva-
tions for expansion are not primarily altruistic or empirical. According to the 
critics, expansion is largely caused by the financial and professional benefits to 
be had by diagnosing and treating an ever-increasing number of people (Fran-
cis, 2013; Horwitz, 2007; Houts, 2002). Continuing with the hypertension ex-
ample, having an official medical diagnosis for elevated blood pressure results in 
recognition for physicians who have expertise on the condition, more funding 
for research on the topic, and increased profits from treatment. Despite their 
differences, both DSM proponents and critics can probably agree that a host of 
scientific and nonscientific factors have led to expansion of the DSM; their main 
area of disagreement is the relative impact of those factors.  
 Although the results of this study are consistent with several lines of previous 
research, it is important to note the limitations of the coding method utilized 
in this review. There was inherent subjectivity in the method.  The coding results 
represent an expert conceptual analysis, but they do not have the weight of objective, 
empirical data. Another limitation of the review method was the equality with which 
all revisions were treated. All revisions affected ratings of inclusivity or exclusivity 
by one unit (i.e., 1 or –1) regardless of their potential effect on prevalence. For 
example, reducing a disorder’s required duration by a month would receive the 
same code as eliminating the duration requirement altogether. As the example 
makes clear, not all revisions receiving the same code will have equivalent effects 
on prevalence. However, judging the practical effect size of revisions on prevalence 
is only possible through epidemiological research, which was not the purpose of 
this review.
 
Conclusion

  The fifth edition of the DSM continues the established trend toward diag-
nostic expansion. Revisions to the manual tended to expand diagnostic criteria 
to allow more individuals to meet the criteria for mental disorders. Although 
the trend toward expansion was smaller than in previous editions, the cumula-
tive effects of expansion are not trivial. Epidemiological research has begun to 
place lifetime prevalence rates of mental illness above 60% among young adults, 
and this has led to the entirely serious conclusion that “psychiatric illness is a 
nearly universal experience” (Copeland, Shanahan, Costello, and Angold, 2011, 
p. 252). Should mental and physical illnesses be considered equivalent such 
that everyone experiences them at some point in their life? The current research 
offers no answer to this difficult question, but it does illustrate the process by 
which mental disorders are becoming universal. 
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